Subaru harmonic balancer removal

AND, how often does this happen? Now its very simple, take off the bolt, take off the pulley, pull
off all the belts. THEN buy the new harmonic pulley, and usually u will also need a new key 5
bucks CDN harmonic pulley CDN and then i used a pulley holder, its like a belt that goes around
the pulley, and then u use a torque wrench and torque it to ft-lbs, but me myself i did ft-lbs with
blue locktite. Subaru Canada said ft-lbs but everyone here thinks im dum for doing that. Oh well
the pulley is still there. And when u put back on the belts ur going to needs to lossen the little
bolt that adjusts the tension on the belts, and the idler then put on ur belts after u have the bolt
on nice and tight. Now this pull holder, my dad helped me out here, he holded it from the bottom
while i used the torque wrench and tightened the crap out of it. ANd then we put on the new
belts we bought. And u should be set to go. Except in my situation i wasnt set to go, my
alternator died, doh. But its running great now, been 5,km i put on the car since last week or so,
and no problems, just my dam thermoter is stuck, and the engine wont warm up, no biggie,
15bucks CDN all is well. Hope this helps. If the pulley's already loose on the shaft but the crank
isn't chewed you may not even need to remove the fans. This usually happens after the bolt
wasn't tightened to the correct torque when replacing the timing belt. I can send you an 11 y.
ALl i did was remove the harmonic pulley, didnt move the rad or the engine. And the key slides
out. Hi dj3stripes, that's no fun when the crank pulley bolt loosens like that. Anyway, did you
just have the timing belt or anything replaced recently? As avk mentioned that bolt loosens
usually because it wasn't retightened properly after being removed. If so it's the shop's
responsibility to make it right including buying you a new crank pulley aka harmonic balancer
and key and installing it. There is a procedure for tightening that bolt, I couldn't find the same
procedure for '96, but for '00 not sure if it's the same for your '95? Otherwise the process should
be repeated with a new crank pulley bolt. You need to tighten that bolt to ft-lbs. Ignore the FSM
on this, it is wrong. People who have tightened that bolt down to 80 ft-lbs have had it come
loose later. The day before it happened i had it in for an oil change and a tranny fluid change.
The wear on the piece looks as if it was done over time, so i can't really storm into the shop and
demand repairs I've taken a few pictures of my faulty one, if anybody would like to analyze
them, give me a shout, either on here or on AIM :Dj3stripes. That pulley from eBay will sure
work on a ' Probably the seller's application list only goes 10 years back. Note it's an
aftermarket part, but could be better than my used one. If ur used one has a good keyway, its a
good pulley. That one on ebay might be ok, but i dont know. I have seen alum ones for that
same price, but they seems cheap, like there going to crack, and why is there rubber in
bettween the two metals? There's a concentric rubber layer between the center "hub" and the
"rim" driving the belts. It's designed to suppress torsional vibrations of the crank. If the pulley's
old and dirty, the rubber's hard to see, but it's there. If its not there its a bad thing right?
Because the alumium ones on ebay look like there is no rubber. I have a "" pulley on a 2. So i
got avk's harmonic balancer in today. Boy, was mine destroyed or what!? Me and pops threw it
in, as the key in my shaft looked to be fine. Blue locked it, tightened it to about ish it was still
turning and fired up the engine for an initial test. Looks to be holding well. A little bit of a waller
in rotation but i'm really not that concerned. After all, i do have another one from ebay coming
as soon as paypal clears if need be. Just wanted to throw out a huge thank you for the support.
I'm not sure what i can do to contribute to the community, but if something comes up and i think
i can help, i'll help as much as i can. You need to be a member in order to leave a comment.
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Link to post Share on other sites. The keyway is intact. I know it won't work if you need it fixed
ASAP. The 2. DerFahrer WOW, I purchased mine of Ebay for 57 bucks shipped. Posted October
1, The engine probably won't feel as smooth with a plain pulley in place of a harmonic balancer.
If the title on eBay says "harmonic balancer" it should have that rubber ring. Posted October 2,
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mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile
mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. The mass
resists the acceleration of the vibration and the energy dissipating rubber element absorbs the
vibrations. When the balancer fails, it is usually due to heat, salt, and or ozone deterioration of
the rubber. General wear, tear, and stress on the rubber is also a factor. Usually a problem with
the harmonic balancer means that it needs to be replaced. However, sometimes the rubber
insert that sits between the center and the outside of the pulley is all that is damaged. If you
notice excess vibration or noise from the engine, then your balancer may be damaged, and you
need to schedule an inspection. The crankshaft harmonic balancer is connected to the
crankshaft, and absorbs many of the vibrations that the engine creates. The engine creates a

large amount of force that is delivered to the crankshaft, which transfers the power to the
transmission. Estimate price near me. Service Location. Included for free with this service
Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. Keep
in mind: Usually a problem with the harmonic balancer means that it needs to be replaced. How
it's done: Inspect the harmonic balancer. Remove drive belts and balancer. Inspect condition of
crankshaft front seal. Replace the harmonic balancer. Reinstall drive belts. Start car and check
for proper operation. What common symptoms indicate you may need to replace the Crankshaft
Harmonic Balancer? Vibration from engine. Loud, abnormal engine noise, which increases with
acceleration. How important is this service? Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Subaru
Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Subaru mechanics Real customer
reviews from Subaru owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Simon 27 years of
experience. Request Simon. Joseph 18 years of experience. Request Joseph. He did a very
thorough inspection finding several issues with the car I was thinking of purchasing. He took
detailed pictures and added voice notes detailing his findings. I'll definitely request and
recommend him again. Omar 12 years of experience. Request Omar. Showed up early. Very
knowledgeable. Was a pleasure to have him work for me. Emmette 36 years of experience.
Request Emmette. Emmette was great! He did a great detailed job on inspecting the car I was
looking at possibly buying. He was on time and very knowledgeable. I would use Emmette and
the server again. Read more. What Is Brake Dust? It's It's time to wash the car, but when you get
to the wheels they are covered by a hard to remove gray dust. Even after you clean it off, it
comes back quickly. Welcome to the world of brake The Traction Control Light is staying on and
it won't go into overdrive Hello. The computer will keep the vehicle from going into overdrive
and turn on the traction light if it detects a problem in the system. This can be caused by a
steering sensor or a wheel speed sensor. It may My heater is not working Hello. As you know,
there are two main components to the heater in your vehicle. One is the heater core which uses
the warm coolant passing through the motor and the heater core , and the other is the blower
motor Suspension problem Using descriptive words to give us an idea of what kind of problem
your experiencing is very important in a situation like this. Descriptive words like moaning,
squeaking, popping, clunking, etc. How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Crankshaft
Harmonic Balancer Replacement. A harmonic balancer is a part of a car engine. It helps
promote the lifespan of a crankshaft by reducing the vibrations created by the engine. It
becomes quintessential to remove harmonic balancer when one witnesses the red flags of a
damaging vibration damper. Car Engines create massive power and vibration. A crankshaft of a
car is not able to bear all the vibrations of the engine. It comes with two pieces â€” rotating
mass and energy dissipating component. Every time the engine runs, the mass absorbs the
vibration. The continuous stress and strain on the balancer create cracks over a period of time.
The problem of leakage of oil arises when the front main seal fails to function. By removing the
balancer, the problem can be resolved. First thing first, lift your vehicle safely in the air. It will
help you gain access to the harmonic balancer. Ensure the engine is off and the breaks are set.
Get the balancer puller and installation tool kit. First thing first, begin with removing the
serpentine belt connecting both engine and harmonic balancer attached to the crankshaft. Now,
look at the front of the crankshaft to find the large holding bolt. You are going to need other
tools such as a socket to lose the center bolt because it is usually tightly intact to hold the
balancer. Make sure to separate the pulley as well. Carefully line up the woodruff key slot and
check the position of the balancer attached to the crankshaft. In the process of knowing how to
take a harmonic balancer off , do not forget to check the position of the keyway as well. If you
do not want the bolts to be pulled out by the puller, try to keep them at a far distance. When
using the air impact wrench, tighten the pulley as much as you can. A small pop can be heard at
the beginning when the damper starts moving out â€” Not all the time, though. According to
expert maintenance tips , the puller is paramount for pulling the damper, as it consists of a
press fit. While using the puller, you will notice the process becoming easier. It is a sign that the
balancer is reaching the end of the crankshaft. Once the dampener is out, use a fine sandpaper
or carburetor cleaner to clean the oil. Avoid the mistake of harming the balancer back. Doing
such things can do internal damage to the balancer. In order to make the installation process
easy, try to warm the balancer to degrees. The alignment of the balancer is necessary; the
keyway helps position it properly. Using the two wrenches, you are assured that the balancer
installation tool is properly tightened. Consider reinstalling the serpentine belt after installing
the harmonic balancer. The above process helps you do it easily without any hassle. Tsukasa
Azuma is an awesome car blogger of Car From Japan. He owns a car repair shop at downtown
Osaka, and he put all that experience to good use in his sharing posts. Leave A Reply Cancel
Reply. Login with Google. Likes Followers Followers. Import used cars directly from Japan.
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password. A password will be e-mailed to you. Well guys it's been a while since I needed or was
able to offer any help. Now I am in it pretty deep I think. I was having probs with temp guage in
my car. Found a bolt in the wiring shorting something to ground erratically. While under hood
noticed severe vibration in harmonic balancer so I checked main pulley bolt. Sure enough,
loose. Removed it and took off the pulley. I know it needs to be replaced. On the other side, the
keyway seems damaged. In some of the other threads I have read about welding this back
together. I have a A AC welder but I am a mediocre welder at best. Does this need to be spot
welded or a full penetration weld? Can it be done with engine still in car? I am confident the
engine has many more miles on it but I do not see the value in yanking it for a teardown. I'd
rather sell it and move on. I am also tempted to work some other solution out in which I drill
through the sprocket and crank, and then the pulley and crank in a radial direction and then tap
and thread a set screw into each to hold the pulley and sprocket in place. I realize I cannot do
this by hand, just tossing it around in my head. Need to devise a jig if I am going to explore this.
Anyone ever successfully repaired this before? I think I can source parts from a local yard. I've
done it on a Mercedes. I made a special key that fit the crank groove and narrowed it to fit a new
harmonic balancer. The crank was mucked up so I turned it smooth by running the engine for a
few minutes at a time with the radiator out. I started with a file and brought it down to emory
paper. I had to even the slot in the crank a bit with the Dremel tool if I recall. Fit tight and worked
fine and was much cheaper than a new crank and engine rebuild for a Mercedes. This lasted a
year in my use and three years later the guy is still running the car with that engine. If
somebody has it apart later and loses that key they are in for a surprise though. Seen that a few
times on my wife's legacy, was bought like that. Came apart 6 months later Tried to do the best
my Brother and I could since it was right before a mile road trip she was taking. Was really
ticked off at the sight of it, had to be from a previous mechanic screwing things up. Stayed for 6
more months They actually have a kit that is supposed to fix this for good, I installed it and it is
still holding so far. Really an ingenious idea using roll pins in the timing gear to hold the pulley
tension instead of putting all the pressure on the drift. Comes with a timing gear and pulley
modified by them and a new drift key. You can contact S-Wings to get more information, pricing
at if your interested. That sounds like a hot tip. Do you have to do any drilling, welding, tapping
etc? Thanks for the help guys, I am going to pull off the T-belt and sprocket now and see what
the real extent of the damage is. Exactly, the roll pins go into the crank pulley from the timing
gear. No drilling or anything That's the way they made the kit. Pretty sure he had told me though
that's it a certain timing gear off of like years of the EJ22 that he modifies, other won't work.
Can't remember what I paid but it wasn't expensive considering you have to replace most of
those parts anyways. The guys down there at S-Wings are great! The crank bolt is supposed to
get tightened down to way more than what the FSM says. Do a search and you'll find that out,
and that is usally what causes this problem from what I've read. I called to check price and
availability. I didn't understand from your description that what they are selling is a balancer
assembly that has the pins mounted in it which interface with the two holes in the sprocket. So I
don't need to pull one of those from the yard. In the meantime I haven't been able to get the
sprocket off of the crank. Any suggestions here? I already tapped the two holes and put some
bolts in. I would say that your estimation that the keyway is now only used for alignment and
the load is transferred to the pins is correct. Depending on the tightness of the fit I would still
think that some of the load is on the key but not very much, especially since the keyway is now
garbage and can't really take any load. I hope those pins are hardened steel because there is a
lot more torque out there! I finally ordered the kit and started installing it today. The gear and
balancer assembly come fitted together with the roll pins, with the keyway fit into the notch at
the back of the gear. You have to remove the key from the gear, and seperate the gear and
balancer to perform the install. The roll pins are 1" length and will slide further into the timing
gear if you bump them I was using a hammer to get the gear on the crank. But I'm not
complaining. The holes in the balancer are drilled slightly larger than those in the timing gear. It
is still a snug fit but can be seperated by hand, and the pins will remain in the timing gear.
Seems like a good fit with the timing gear, now to line up the belt, install the balancer and
torque the bolt down properly! This car has been sitting 4 months! That IS evil talk, especially
on an interference engine. You need to be a member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for a
new account in our community. It's easy! Already have an account? Sign in here. Sign in to
follow this Followers 0. Recommended Posts. TheBigJ Posted December 27, Share this post

Link to post Share on other sites. DrKrazy Sounds like a clever fix. AlpineRaven Cheers AP.
Posted April 29, Sorry to resurrect thread I finally ordered the kit and started installing it today
The kit is made from good quality used parts. Posted June 4, Monte Posted June 5, Create an
account or sign in to comment You need to be a member in order to leave a comment Create an
account Sign up for a new account in our community. Register a new account. Sign in Already
have an account? Sign In Now. Sign In Sign Up. We have an updated look. Click here for
information on how to manage your settings. If you run into any issues, please email [email
protected]. May edited September in Subaru. Can't get harmonic balancer nut to come off. Is it a
reverse thread? May I cannot get the harmonic balancer nut off. Tried heating it. Is this a reverse
thread from most engines? Are you referring to the 22mm bolt on the front of the crankshaft? I
believe that one is reverse-thread and can be a real PITA, especially if this is the first time it is
being removed. If you don't have an air hammer or that does not work, one trick I learned from a
friend who had grown up around airplane mechanics is to manually turn the engine until
cylinder 1 is at the bottom of its stroke. Then, thread some nylon rope into the cylinder and
compress it with the piston. This should keep the crankshaft from turning any further if it does
not, you need more rope in the cylinder! So, it is reverse thread? The guy working on this says
he's never seen one that is reverse thread on any car. Yes, he has an impact wrench. No, I was
mistaken It has been about five years since I have pulled one off, so I checked a couple other
sites for clarification. They all confirmed that it is not reverse thread. Put the bar on the drivers
side of the car on the ground. Now, bump the starter. Much easier to do than to do it by hand.
You don't have to use the ground. I usually use the driver's side framerail near the battery ,
space permitting. February I ran into a situation like this on an acura honda is notorious for
tight crank pulley bolts. As far as keeping the engine from rotating goes, I had the cylinder head
off already so all I had to do was use the head bolts to jam something in to one of the pistons.
When it broke loose I could have sworn that I had broken a connecting rod. And the starter
doesn't neccessarrily have the requisite torque to accomplish the task.

